Declaration of Conformity

Compliant to all EU and EFTA countries according to RTT&E directives.

We, Nabil Nahoul, Certification Manager
manufacturer’s name

780 Industrial Boulevard, St. Eustache, Quebec, Canada, J7R 5V3
manufacturer’s address

declare under our responsibility that the electrical product:

PARADOX
(name)

SP5500
(product or model)

Alarm system control panel
product description

to which this declaration relates, is in conformity with the following standards:

TBR-21 – Jan 1998
EN 60950-1 : 2001 & A11 : 2004

In Accordance with the following Directives:

89/336/EEC for EMC
1999/5/EC for R&TTE
72/23/EEC for LV as amended by 93/68/EEC based on results using harmonized standards

Note: Compliance with these standards are based on model SP6000. The difference being that the SP5500 is a simplified version of the SP6000.

St. Eustache, September 5th, 2007
(Place, date)

Nabil Nahoul, Certification Manager
(Name and function)